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in the beginning, 50 cent used his g-unit
catalog to build his public perception,
releasing new material at the end of an album
cycle. he reached a breakthrough with his
1999 album, get rich or die tryin''bad news,
thats whats up!, which featured guests such
as eminem and nate dogg. the album peaked
at number one on the billboard 200 and went
on to sell 10 million copies in the u.s. "a lot of
people were apprehensive about g-unit
releasing material so soon after the
introduction of 50 cent," said anthony
decurtis, the author of hip-hop wired: the
evolution of music media. "eventually, that
was seen as an admission of their star power."
50 cent has wanted to rap since he was a
child, but the emerging battle of life and death
on the streets of new york meant that his
music was relegated to making short
appearances on local radio stations. at the age
of 14, the son of a funeral director in nearby
brooklyn was shot seven times while riding a
bike, and just before his 17th birthday, he was
hit by a car. he also was accused of spitting on
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a store owner, among other things, and had
several girlfriends. each of these events
greatly affected him. but 50 cent still had a
chance to achieve his dream, and from his
position as the renegade king of hip-hop, he
aimed to be the one to pull off the feat. it's the
second song on the album that encapsulates
everything great about the record. it's both a
rap-rock epic and gangsta anthem, both of
which 50 and eminem do extremely well. joe
buddens ever presence on the mic is felt as 50
enters the verse, but banks and young buck
have their fair share as well, with the former
dedicating his first verse to his former
schoolmate. and even the song falls to a halt
to let em give props to the biggest legend of
all, dr. dre, whose phantom appearing from
out of nowhere to rap the pre-chorus makes
this song than this recording.
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its largely similar to the massacre. it features
many of the same beats, but the continuity of
the album is a bit more apparent. last u love is
the closest cousin to the massacre. however,
while there were some songs that i loved on
the mixtape, i loved more on the album. im
pretty sure ill give it a full five stars. and the
album has a few song that are just a bit more
mature than anything theyve done before. the

special guest on you know my steez is nas.
and i feel like one of the better songs on the

album is when i die by mobb deep. this is
exactly what i was talking about before. it

features a subject matter that is unimportant.
its not about the streets or rap (thats why the

song is so successful), its about a man and
woman who have been through so much
tragedy and who are at the bottom of the
barrel. is there much else of this about out
there? were they on kelly rowland? you can
really become caught up in the only to get a
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real look in the life of the characters. and, i
was pretty honest in saying that 50 gets the
flow. he sounds great on this song. 50 cent

has been schooled in the business by
numerous managers and industry executives,
and his approach to having his songs released

as singles was influenced by the stories he
heard from them. 50 cent will sign a record

deal if he believes that the label will distribute
his music, he said. "if i'm not happy with the
distribution terms, then i'll just stick with my

own company." 50 cent attracted the
attention of several label executives when he
was signed to g-unit records in 1999. at the
time, g-unit was a short-lived, upstart label

affiliated with what was then columbia
records, and 50 cent was the label's first

signing, following the footsteps of west coast
rapper tupac shakur, who was signed to death

row records. 50 cent was well liked by his
colleagues, and even his critics gave him

credit for being the first rapper to take better
care of his image than was the norm. "all we
knew was 50 cent," one death row executive,
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ely seidan, said. "he was the most aggressive
manager. he would always listen to artists. he
could get the best out of anyone." 5ec8ef588b
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